Automatic processing of irrelevant stimulus dimensions has been demonstrated in a variety of tasks. Previous studies have shown that conflict between relevant and irrelevant dimensions can be reduced when a feature of the irrelevant dimension is repeated. The specific level at which the automatic process is suppressed (e.g., perceptual repetition, response repetition), however, is less understood. In the current experiment we used the numerical Stroop paradigm, in which the processing of irrelevant numerical values of 2 digits interferes with the processing of their physical size, to pinpoint the precise level of the suppression. Using a sequential analysis, we dissociated perceptual repetition from response repetition of the relevant and irrelevant dimension. Our analyses of reaction times, error rates, and diffusion modeling revealed that the congruity effect is significantly reduced or even absent when the response sequence of the irrelevant dimension, rather than the numerical value or the physical size, is repeated. These results suggest that automatic activation of the irrelevant dimension is suppressed at the response level. The current results shed light on the level of interaction between numerical magnitude and physical size as well as the effect of variability of responses and stimuli on automatic processing.
Cognitive control is the ability that comes into play when automatic processes need to be inhibited, by suppressing dominant responses in favor of less accessible but more appropriate ones. One factor that affects cognitive control is the sequence of the presented trials. This was previously demonstrated in the Stroop task, in which subjects are asked to name the ink color of a written word while ignoring its semantic meaning. In this task, color words can be presented in a congruent color (e.g., the word RED presented in red ink) or in an incongruent color (e.g., the word RED presented in blue ink). A common finding is a congruity effect-that is, participants are slower and/or make more mistakes when they have to name the ink color of an incongruent stimulus compared with the ink color of a congruent stimulus. Notebaert and colleagues (Notebaert & Soetens, 2006; Notebaert, Soetens, & Melis, 2001 ) observed that the Stroop congruity effect was reduced when the same feature of the irrelevant dimension was repeated (e.g., the same word was presented on subsequent trials) and the intertrial interval was kept relatively short. The current work disentangles the perceptual and the motor sequence in order to pinpoint the precise mechanism for the reduced congruity effect after distractor repetition.
Before focusing on the effect of distractor repetitions in more detail, we would like to differentiate this sequence effect from another sequence effect, the Gratton effect. The Gratton effect demonstrates an effect of the congruity condition (i.e., congruent/ incongruent) of the previous trial on the congruity effect in the current trial (Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1992) . More specifically, it shows a smaller congruity effect after an incongruent trial than after a congruent trial. The Gratton effect is considered to reflect increased control after incongruent trials (Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; Verguts & Notebaert, 2009) .
The crucial differences between the Gratton effect and the reduced congruity effect after distractor repetition are threefold. First, the Gratton effect, by definition, depends on the congruity status of the preceding trial (e.g., congruent at trial n Ϫ 1 versus incongruent at trial n Ϫ 1), whereas the reduced congruity effect after distractor repetition does not (Morein-Zamir, Henik, & Spitzer-Davidson, 2002; Notebaert et al., 2001; Ridderinkhof, 2002) . Second, although the reduced congruity effect after distrac-tor repetition depends on the repetition of the distractor, the Gratton effect does not (e.g., Notebaert & Verguts, 2007) . Finally, the Gratton effect is not observed at extremely short responsestimulus intervals (e.g., 50 ms; Notebaert, Gevers, Verbruggen, & Liefooghe, 2006) , whereas such intervals seem to be a requirement for the reduced congruity effect for distractor repetition (Notebaert & Soetens, 2006) . Given these substantial differences it is important to also investigate the mechanisms responsible for the reduced congruity effect when the distractor is repeated, as this is important for understanding how and when irrelevant information is automatically processed.
The reduced congruity effect after distractor repetition has been demonstrated in several congruity effects. For example, Notebaert et al. (2001) used the Simon task to initially demonstrate the effect. The Simon effect is characterized by faster reaction times (RTs) and/or increased accuracy when the stimulus presentation and response occur in the same relative location (congruent condition) compared with a situation when stimulus presentation and response occur in different locations (incongruent condition). The Simon effect is observed even when the stimulus location is task irrelevant. Notebaert et al. found that repetition of the irrelevant location reduced the magnitude of the congruity effect.
As discussed earlier, similar results have been reported for the Stroop task-namely, it has been shown that this congruity effect disappears when the irrelevant word is repeated, whereas the congruity effect is evident when the word changes (Notebaert & Soetens, 2006) . Nevertheless, the precise mechanism for the reduced congruity effect after distractor repetition is still unknown (Notebaert, Verbruggen, & Soetens, 2005) .
Two explanations of this effect have been put forward: (a) According to the perceptual-attention hypothesis, the distraction caused by irrelevant information is attenuated when it is repeated, compared with when this information changes. This hypothesis received some support from the findings of Morein-Zamir et al. (2002) , which demonstrated an absence of the congruity effect when the information of the irrelevant dimension is repeated during a particular block, suggesting that irrelevant information needs to vary for it to be processed automatically. (b) According to the response-suppression hypothesis, the reduction of the congruity effect after irrelevant information repetition is due to sustained suppression of the response that was activated on the basis of irrelevant information. This hypothesis is derived from the activation-suppression hypothesis that describes suppression of irrelevant information after its initial activation (Ridderinkhof, 2002) . This suppression mechanism can explain the decrease of congruity effects with increasing RTs (Forstmann, van den Wildenberg, & Ridderinkhof, 2008) . It is interesting that both hypotheses explain the reduced congruity effect irrespective of the congruity of the preceding trial. This idea clearly dissociates this effect from the Gratton effect, which entirely depends on the congruity of the preceding trial (Botvinick et al., 2001; Verguts & Notebaert, 2009) .
To assess both alternatives, we used a numerical Stroop paradigm to disentangle the sequence of irrelevant perceptual information and the sequence of responses activated by this irrelevant information. In the numerical Stroop paradigm (also called the size congruity paradigm; Schwarz & Ischebeck, 2003; Tzelgov, Meyer, & Henik, 1992) , participants are asked to decide which of two digits is physically larger or smaller than a given standard (which appears at a medium size), while ignoring the numerical values of both digit (e.g., 1) and standard (the digit 5). Commonly, participants fail to ignore the numerical value, which leads to interference with the physical judgment. This results in slower responses for incongruent trials-for example, 1 or 6, than for congruent trials-for example, 1 or 6, which amounts to the congruity effect.
The specific motivation for using the numerical Stroop paradigm is that this paradigm enables us to dissociate the irrelevant perceptual sequence from the irrelevant response sequence. By using five digits (1, 4, 6 , and 9 as targets, and 5 as the standard), the irrelevant numerical value and the irrelevant response activation can be repeated (identical sequence: 1 followed by 1, for instance); the irrelevant numerical value can change while the irrelevant response activation is repeated (same sequence: 1 followed by 4, for instance, as both are smaller than the standard 5), or the irrelevant numerical value and the irrelevant response can change altogether (different sequence: 4 followed by 9, as they are, respectively, smaller and larger than the standard 5). Note that technically, a similar design with a Stroop color-naming task is also possible, but this would require artificially mapping four colors onto two responses. This procedure reduces the direct association between the irrelevant dimension and the responses and as a consequence reduces the Stroop effect (MacLeod, 1991) .
Moreover, by dissociating irrelevant perceptual repetition and irrelevant response sequence, we were able also to examine current theories that postulate that automaticity can be reduced or eliminated due to lack of, or small variance in, irrelevant dimensions (Melara & Algom, 2003; Morein-Zamir et al., 2002; Pansky & Algom, 1999) . Critically, these studies did not pinpoint whether the crucial factor was variability at the stimulus level or at the response level. By manipulating the variation at the response level and/or the stimulus level on a trial-by-trial basis, the current study has the potential to shed further light on the critical component for obtaining a reliable congruity effect.
The other motivation for employing the current paradigm was the possibility of testing two competing theories in numerical cognition and comparative judgment. According to one set of theories, the numerical congruity effect is due to a conflict between two different magnitudes (e.g., physical size, numerical values, temporal duration) at a preresponse level (e.g., Cohen Kadosh, Cohen Kadosh, & Henik, 2008; Pansky & Algom, 1999; Schwarz & Heinze, 1998; Schwarz & Ischebeck, 2003) . Another set of theories have attributed the numerical congruity effect to a conflict between two magnitudes that are processed, at least partly, independently until a response-related stage (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007; Santens & Verguts, 2011; Szücs, Soltész, & White, 2009) . Finding that the size of the congruity effect is modulated by repetition of irrelevant numerical value or response sequence can provide support for each of these theories-namely, results that would provide support for the perceptual-attention hypothesis would be in line with the first set of theories, whereas supportive findings for the response-suppression hypothesis would be in concordance with the latter set of theories.
The predictions of both accounts are clear in this design; both hypotheses predict an interaction between congruity and irrelevant sequence. However, the perceptual-attention and the responsesuppression hypotheses predict different types of interaction. Both hypotheses predict reduced or no congruity effects for identical sequence, wherein the irrelevant numerical value is repeated (e.g., 1 followed by 1). Similarly, both hypotheses predict a full-blown congruity effect for different sequence, wherein both the irrelevant number and its associated response change (e.g., 4 to 6). Crucially, the hypotheses diverge in their predictions for the congruity effect for same sequence where the irrelevant number changes but the associated response is repeated (e.g., change from 1 to 4). The perceptual-attention hypothesis predicts that the congruity effect in this case should be intact as the irrelevant numerical value changes. In contrast, the response-suppression hypothesis predicts reduced or no congruity effect, since the irrelevant response sequence is repeated.
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In addition to measuring RT and error rates, we also elaborated on this by using diffusion modeling (Wagenmakers, van der Maas, & Grasman, 2007 ). This approach is very similar to classical signal detection theory in its aim, scope, and method. Based on accuracy, mean RT, and RT variance, the model yields three different parameters: (a) drift rate, which combines speed and accuracy to quantify subject ability and can be interpreted as an index of the signal-to-noise ratio (the equivalent of dЈ in the signal detection theory framework) of the information processing system (Wagenmakers et al., 2007) ; (b) boundary separation, which indicates response conservativeness (the equivalent of beta in the signal detection theory framework); and (c) mean of nondecision time. Generally speaking, one could argue that the perceptual-attention hypothesis would predict the reduced congruity effect for distractor repetition to be located in the drift rate because the signal quality varies as a function of the distractor sequence, whereas the sustained-suppression hypothesis would predict the effect at the boundary separation as response thresholds vary as a function of irrelevant response sequence, as we can expect more influence of the irrelevant response when the irrelevant response changes.
Method Participants
Twenty-one students (mean age 23.86 years old, SD ϭ 3.72) participated in the experiment for partial fulfillment of a course requirement. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no reading or mathematical deficits.
Stimuli
On each trial a single digit appeared at the center of a black computer screen. The participants sat 55 cm from the screen. The digits were 1, 4, 6, and 9 (Cohen Kadosh, 2008) , which could appear in a vertical visual angle of 0.7°, 0.9°, 1.2°, or 1.4°. There were two levels of congruity: congruent and incongruent. Congruent stimuli included digits that were larger (or smaller) both in physical size and numerical value than the standard digit 5, which subtended a vertical visual angle of 1.05°-for example, 9 or 1.
Incongruent stimuli included digits that were smaller (larger) in physical size but larger (smaller) in numerical value than the standard digit 5-for example, 1 or 9.
Each digit, as well as each physical size, was presented an equal number of times as a congruent or as an incongruent stimulus.
Stimuli were arranged in five blocks of trials with each block composed of 288 trials, amounting to a total of 1,440 trials. An equal proportion of responses were made with the left hand and right hand. A block of 32 practice trials, identical to the experimental block, preceded each experimental block. Stimuli in the practice and the experimental blocks appeared in a random order.
Procedure
The participant's task was to decide whether the stimulus in a given display was physically larger or smaller than the standard 5. Participants were asked to respond as quickly as possible but to avoid mistakes and to attend only to the physical size while ignoring the irrelevant numerical dimension. The participants indicated their choices by pressing one of two keys (i.e., P or Q on a QWERTY keyboard). The assignment of the keys to large and small was counterbalanced across participants. The amount of smaller responses was equal to the amount of larger responses.
Each trial began with the standard digit 5 (in yellow ink) presented for 200 ms at the center of a computer screen. At 100 ms after the offset of the standard digit, a target digit (in white ink) appeared and remained in view until the participant pressed a key (but not for more than 3,000 ms). A new trial began 100 ms after the participant's response. After each block, the participants took a break, which was terminated upon their decision.
Design
Three variables were manipulated: congruity (congruent, incongruent), physical size sequence (henceforth relevant sequence), and numerical value sequence (henceforth irrelevant sequence). Relevant sequence had three levels: identical, same, and different. In an identical sequence the physical size was repeated and therefore also the response. In a same sequence the physical size was changed, but the response remained the same (e.g., physical sizes are different but both are smaller than the standard 5). In a different sequence the physical size has been changed together with the response (e.g., one physical size was larger and one physical size was smaller than the standard 5). For the irrelevant sequence we 1 Note that another way to formalize the predictions in the current case is by conducting a trend analysis that will characterize the pattern of the congruity effect according to each hypothesis-namely, for the perceptualattention account the weights should be Ϫ2, 1, and 1, for identical, same, and different irrelevant sequence, respectively, and Ϫ1 and 1 for congruent and incongruent. For the response-suppression hypothesis the weights should be Ϫ1, Ϫ1, and 2, for identical, same, and different irrelevant sequence, respectively, and Ϫ1 and 1 for congruent and incongruent. However, we did not base our results on this type of analysis as the contrasts are not independent (i.e., they are not orthogonal) in this case. However, whenever we found support for one account over the other, the analysis was supplemented with a trend analysis.
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RESPONSE SUPPRESSION IN NUMERICAL STROOP also had three levels: identical, same, and different. In this context identical sequence means the number was repeated (e.g., 1 followed by 1); same sequence means the number changed but the relative magnitude compared with the standard 5 did not (e.g., 1 followed by 4); and finally, different sequence means the number changed together with the relative magnitude (e.g., 1 followed by 6).
Results
Only trials with RTs longer than 150 ms and shorter than 2,000 ms were included in the analyses (99.7% of all correct trials).
First we calculated the mean RT for every participant in each condition, including only those trials in which both the current trial and the preceding trial (trial n Ϫ 1) were responded to correctly. These means were subjected to a three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with congruity, relevant sequence, and irrelevant sequence as within-subject factors (for details on RT and error rates in each condition, see Table 1 ).
The main effects of congruity ϭ .39 were significant. The sequence effects point to the advantage of stimulus and response repetition over stimulus and response alternation (Bertelson, 1965) . In addition, the two-way interaction between relevant sequence and irrelevant sequence was significant, F(4, 80) ϭ 23.55, MSE ϭ 364, p Ͻ .001, partial 2 ϭ .54 (see Figure 1) . This interaction indicates a feature binding process (Notebaert et al., 2001 )-namely, when the relevant sequence was identical or the same (i.e., response was the same as n Ϫ 1 trial), RTs were faster when the irrelevant sequence was also identical, compared with same and different irrelevant sequence, F(1, 20) Figure 2) . The three-way interaction between congruity, relevant sequence, and irrelevant sequence was not significant, F(4, 80) ϭ 1.49, MSE ϭ 376, p Ͼ .21, partial 2 ϭ .07. Further simple effects analyses for congruity at each level of irrelevant sequence were conducted (Keppel, 1991) . As predicted by both accounts, the simple main effect of congruity was significant for the different sequence-that is, when the numerical value changed together with the triggered "response" by the irrelevant dimension, F(1, 20) ϭ 17.71, MSE ϭ 643, p Ͻ .001, partial 2 ϭ .47. It is more surprising, however, that the congruity effect was also significant for the identical sequence (same numerical value that triggered response repetition by the irrelevant dimension), F(1, 20) ϭ 7.79, MSE ϭ 531, p Ͻ .01, partial 2 ϭ .28. In contrast, the congruity effect for the same sequence (different numerical value that triggered response repetition by the irrelevant dimension) was not significant, F(1, 20) ϭ 0.22, MSE ϭ 609, p Ͼ .64, partial 2 ϭ .01. Although the small congruity effect for identical sequence challenges both accounts, the lack of a congruity effect for same sequence is in line with the response-suppression hypothesis. The interaction therefore supports the response-suppression hypothesis and challenges the perceptual-attention hypothesis's prediction. The response-suppression hypothesis further predicts a larger congruity effect for the different sequence compared with identical and same sequence. We found that the congruity effect for different sequence was larger compared with identical sequence and same sequence , F(1, 20) (14) 488 (16) 561 (15) 495 (13) 531 (18) 550 (14) 495 (13) 518 (14) 544 (14) 
Error Rates
The main effect of relevant sequence was significant, F(1, 20) ϭ 21.41, MSE ϭ 0.001, p Ͻ .001, partial 2 ϭ .51. As in the RT analysis, the two-way interaction between relevant sequence and irrelevant sequence was significant, F(4, 80) ϭ 23.84, MSE ϭ 0.0005, p Ͻ .001, partial 2 ϭ .54, and followed the same trend (see Figure 3 ). In addition, the interaction between congruity and irrelevant sequence was significant, F(2, 40) ϭ 5.07, MSE ϭ 0.0004, p Ͻ .01, partial 2 ϭ .2 (see Figure 4) . The other interactions were not significant, Fs Ͻ 1, partial 2 Յ .03. Further simple effects analyses for congruity at each level of irrelevant sequence revealed that only the simple main effect of congruity for the different sequence was significant, F(1, 20) ϭ 7.58, MSE ϭ 0.0007, p Ͻ .01, partial 2 ϭ .27. In contrast, the congruity effect for same sequence, and identical sequence, which in contrast to the RT data showed the opposite trend, was not significant, both Fs Ͻ 1, partial 2 Յ .04. As with the RT analysis, and in line with the response-suppression hypothesis, we found that the congruity effect for different sequence was larger compared with identical same sequence and different same sequence, F(1, 20) ϭ 7.09, MSE ϭ 0.0004, p Ͻ .01, partial 2 ϭ .26, and explained 91% of the variance of the interaction between congruity and irrelevant sequence. 
Diffusion Modeling
In this analysis we took into account mean RT, its variance, and error rate. According to the perceptual-attention hypothesis the reduced congruity effect for distractor repetition might be due to signal quality variation as a function of the distractor sequence and, therefore, the interaction between congruity and irrelevant sequence should be located in the drift rate. In contrast, we predicted that if the current results are due to response suppression it should affect the boundary separation index, which signals changes at the response level.
We first confirmed that the EZ-diffusion model was not misspecified by conducting EZ checks for the model's misspecification (Wagenmakers et al., 2007) .
The interaction between congruity and irrelevant sequence for the drift rate was not significant, F(1, 20) ϭ 1.66, MSE ϭ 0.005, p Ͼ .2, partial 2 ϭ .07, thus challenging the predictions made by the perceptual-attention hypothesis. However, as predicted by the response-suppression hypothesis, the interaction between congruity and irrelevant sequence was significant for the boundary separation index, F(2, 40) ϭ 3.66, MSE ϭ 0.001, p Ͻ .05, partial 2 ϭ .15. Further simple effects analyses showed that as expected by the response-suppression hypothesis, the congruity effect was significant only for the different sequence: congruent ϭ 0.155, incongruent ϭ 0.139, t(20) ϭ 2.00, p Ͻ .05, one-tailed, p Ͼ .92, and p Ͼ .49, for identical sequence and same sequence, respectively. Further analysis found that the congruity effect for different sequence yielded a trend toward a larger effect compared with identical and same sequence, F(1, 20) ϭ 3.59, MSE ϭ 0.005, p Ͻ .07, partial 2 ϭ .15, and explained 62% of the variance of the interaction between congruity and irrelevant sequence. No higher order interactions were observed in any of the diffusion model parameters (all ps Ͼ .2). The results from the boundary separation index suggest that the irrelevant information had an effect only in the different sequence condition, a finding that is in accordance with the response-suppression hypothesis. Moreover, the evaporation of a congruity effect in the case of identical and same sequence indicates similar response conservativeness for the congruity condi-2 Whereas the difference between the congruity effect for identical irrelevant sequence and different irrelevant sequence in the RT analysis was not significant, t(20) ϭ 1.4, p Ͼ .088, one-tailed, it was significant in the error rates analysis, t(20) ϭ 3.23, p Ͻ .002, one-tailed. tions, probably due to the suppression of the irrelevant response. In other words, it appears that the sustained suppression of the irrelevant response increases the response threshold for incongruent trials in the identical and same sequence.
Discussion
In the current study we used RT and error rate measures in a sequential analysis, together with the diffusion model, to discern the level at which the conflicting information between numerical value and physical size is reduced.
We found that the congruity effect is reduced (see RTs) and even eliminated (error rates, boundary separation) when the response activated by the irrelevant dimension is repeated (i.e., the identical and same conditions for the irrelevant sequence). Although the findings for the identical irrelevant sequence cannot dissociate the predictions made by the two hypotheses, the consistent evaporation of the congruity effect for the same irrelevant sequence can do so-namely, the perceptual-attention hypothesis predicts that the congruity effect for the same sequence should not be affected by this type of repetition, whereas the responsesuppression hypothesis predicts that the congruity effect in this condition should be reduced and even eliminated. Note that this conclusion is based not on a null result but on a significant interaction with a robust congruity effect for the different irrelevant sequence. Moreover, in the diffusion modeling the interaction between congruity and irrelevant sequence was significant for the boundary separation, as would be predicted by the responsesuppression hypothesis. However, in contrast to the predictions made by the perceptual-attention hypothesis, the same interaction was not significant for the drift rate.
It is important to stress that this effect is caused by the irrelevant response sequence. Although others have adequately described the effect of the relevant response sequence (e.g., Bertelson, 1965) , we were able to show how automatic processing is affected by the suppression of irrelevant information as is described in the responsesuppression model (Ridderinkhof, 2002) . The results support the idea that the response that was activated on the basis of the irrelevant information is suppressed after its initial activation.
Previous attempts to validate the response-suppression hypothesis have been less successful (Notebaert et al., 2005; Zeischka, Commans, Deroost, Vandenbossche, & Soetens, 2011) . For example, Notebaert et al. (2005) used negative priming to examine the response-suppression hypothesis. Negative priming is the observation of increased RT (and decreased accuracy) when the irrelevant information of trial n Ϫ 1 becomes the relevant information on trial n. One explanation for this effect is that the irrelevant information (or the response that was activated by it) is suppressed on trial n Ϫ 1 and that sustained suppression causes slower responses on trial n. Consequently, it appears that the suppression of irrelevant information results in reduced congruency effects when the irrelevant information is repeated and in slower RTs when the irrelevant information turns relevant. In a first attempt to investigate their relationship, Notebaert et al. failed to find a correlation between the two effects, in the sense that no negative priming was observed in a condition where reduced congruency effects for distractor repetitions were observed.
Before concluding that these results (contrary to the present data) argue against (sustained) response-suppression, we would like to stress that response-suppression is but one of the many explanations for negative priming. According to memory accounts for negative priming (e.g., Neill & Valdes, 1992) , for instance, no relation between negative priming and reduced congruency effects for distractor repetitions is predicted. Finally, measuring negative priming is not always as straightforward as it seems. The reason is that it is very hard, if not impossible, to separate it from other sequence effects. In the current task a small 1 followed by a small 1, for instance, is a negative priming transition, but one would hardly expect slow RTs here. Therefore, we believe that the approach described in this article is more suitable for investigating the source of reduced congruity effects after distractor repetition.
The current results also challenge previous theories that attributed the numerical congruity effect to conflict at a preresponse level. For example, a few studies have suggested that the relevant and irrelevant dimensions are converted into a common magnitude representation of similar structure prior to a response-related stage (e.g., response selection; for a review, see Cohen Kadosh, Lammertyn, & Izard, 2008) . Our results indicate that the congruity effect is modulated by a repetition of the same response, rather than the same magnitude, thus supporting the idea that both dimensions are processed, at least partly, independently until a response-related stage (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007; Santens & Verguts, 2011; Szücs et al., 2009 ).
In addition, previous studies have claimed that automaticity can be reduced or eliminated with little or no variance of the irrelevant dimensions (Melara & Algom, 2003; Morein-Zamir et al., 2002; Pansky & Algom, 1999) . Although this is a plausible suggestion, it is important to note that these studies did not dissociate between variability at the stimulus level and the response level. The current results indicate that variation at the response level, rather than the stimulus level, is the critical component for obtaining a reliable congruity effect. This factor has important implications for basic research as well as for applied research, in which researchers would like to maximize the likelihood of receiving an effect or, alternatively, reduce the interference from automatic processes.
In sum, the results of the current study are in support of the response-suppression hypothesis (Ridderinkhof, 2002) by showing that the congruity effect is reduced or eliminated when the irrelevant dimension activates the response of the irrelevant dimension repeatedly. In addition to clarifying the mechanism that reduces congruity effects for irrelevant repetitions, this study also supports the notion of fast online cognitive control in the sense that suppression occurs during the time-course of a trial and not only between trials (e.g., Botvinick et al., 2001 ).
